
 

For secure software: X-rays instead of
passport control

August 21 2014

Trust is good, control is better. This also applies to the security of
computer programs. Instead of trusting "identification documents" in the
form of certificates, JOANA, the new software analysis tool, examines
the source text (code) of a program. In this way, it detects leaks, via
which secret information may get out or strangers may enter the system
from outside. At the same time, JOANA reduces the number of false
alarms to a minimum. The analysis tool developed by Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT) has already proved to work successfully in realistic
test scenarios. In a next step, an industrial case study is planned.

"Established software certificates certify the manufacturer to be
trustworthy. With JOANA, we can also check the real behavior of a
program," says Gregor Snelting, who developed the analysis tool with his
research group at the Chair of Programming Paradigms of KIT. In his
opinion, this is important, because most weaknesses result from
unintended programming errors. The scientists currently focus on mobile
applications for Android smartphones. In principle, however, they can
test any program written in JAVA, C or C++. First, software companies
are to test their products before commercialization. As experts are
required to set up and operate JOANA, it is less suited for private users.

JOANA checks all data channels of a software, through which
information flows. In this way, it detects security gaps. "We distinguish
between publicly visible channels that e.g. map the user interface and
protected channels that cannot be accessed by users," Snelting explains.
"To protect secret information, such as passwords or account numbers,
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these data have to be transmitted in protected channels exclusively.
Where secret and public data flows cross, however, information may be
exchanged in principle. Here, there is a risk of sensitive information
being transmitted.

Scientists distinguish several types of security gaps: Directly readable
copies of sensitive data may get out (explicit leak) or the patterns of
their encryption only (implicit leak). Secret passwords may affect the
probable order of visible information flows (probabilistic leak) from
which they could be reconstructed. An example: The command to print a
"red L" reaches the printer at the same time as the secret password for
access authorization. If the password is AB, the information "L" mostly
arrives shortly before the information "red". If the password is BA, it is
just the opposite. JOANA reliably detects such security gaps, although
they are more difficult to identify.

"Minimizing false alarms is at least as important as finding all security
gaps," Snelting says. Many false alarms lead to a massively increased
inspection effort or to the alarms being ignored. JOANA reduces the
number of false alarms for all security gaps, even for probabilistic leaks.
For this purpose, the KIT scientists developed a new computation
method (Relaxed Low-Security Observational Determinism) that
requires a fixed order of observable process steps at safety-critical points
only. For the example above, this would mean that the information "red"
has to reach the printer always before the information "L" irrespective of
the password. "The challenge was to exclude safety-irrelevant processes
from such strict requirements," Snelting emphasizes. Otherwise, the
number of false alarms would increase, because any deviation would be
classified as dangerous or executions of the program would have to be
restricted considerably, such that it would hardly be usable anymore.

So far, JOANA is the only software analysis tool worldwide that does
not only find all security gaps but also minimizes the number of false
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alarms without affecting the functioning of programs. With funds
granted by the German Research Foundation, the KIT scientists have
conducted research in this area for about 20 years now. "In the longer
term, software inspected by JOANA might be given a new certificate
that confirms security of the program code," Snelting says.

  More information: Interested experts may download JOANA as an
open source software: pp.idp.kit.edu/projects/joana
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